
PROTECTING THE WORLD 
FROM THE GROUND UP.

Transform Your Stadium Into a Multi-purpose Venue 
with Industry-leading Turf Protection Systems



Host More On-field Events and Generate Income 
Year-round with Quick-installing Turf Protection Systems

Increase your stadium’s revenue by converting your 
facility into a multi-purpose venue for concerts, trade 
shows and other special events with industry-leading 
turf protection systems. Signature’s easy to transport 
and quick to assemble stadium flooring speeds up 
installation and breakdown times, saving you time 
and minimizing your labor costs, while allowing you 
to quickly flip your venue from one event to the next.

Our turf protection systems are in use worldwide at 
prestigious arenas and stadiums and have proven 
themselves through extensive use. Whether you are 
having a large concert or a small on-field gathering, 
Signature’s stadium flooring will protect expensive 
turf against damage and keep your visitors safe and 
comfortable.

Proven performance and long life for a profitable 
return on investment

Lightweight and easy to install, minimizing 
installation and labor costs

Designed for simplified handling and storage for 
more efficient event setups and breakdowns

Easy to clean, preventing expensive damage to turf 
from cross contamination due to spills, dirt and 
debris

Supports substantial weight loads while protecting 
natural, synthetic and hybrid surfaces

PROTECT YOUR TURF WHILE KEEPING GUESTS AND 
WORKERS SAFE DURING SPECIAL EVENTS
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SIZE: 

WEIGHT: 
58.5 lbs. ea. (26.5 kg ea.)
LOAD CAPACITY: 
600 psi
SQUARE FOOTAGE/40’ ISO HC: 

Heavy-duty, omnidirectional-
installing, drivable turf protection 
system for equipment and vehicles

Quick and Easy Installation 
Reduces Labor CostsAccelerating Setup and Breakdown

SIZE: 

WEIGHT: 
36 lbs. ea. (16.3 kg ea.)
LOAD CAPACITY: 
200 psi
SQUARE FOOTAGE/40’ ISO HC: 

Light-duty, omnidirectional-
installing, turf protection system 
for pedestrian access

Simple Interlocking Connection 
System With No Loose Parts



SIZE: 

WEIGHT: 
30.5 lbs. ea. (13.8 kg ea.)
LOAD CAPACITY: 
225 psi
SQUARE FOOTAGE/40’ ISO HC: 

Light-duty turf protection system 
for pedestrian access

Fast, Omnidirectional Installation 
Around Fixed Objects

Drivable Surface 
Speeds Up Event Setup

SIZE: 

WEIGHT: 
50 lbs. ea. (22.7 kg ea.)
LOAD CAPACITY: 
450 psi
SQUARE FOOTAGE/40’ ISO HC: 

Heavy-duty, drivable turf protection 
system for equipment and vehicles



Protects Turf From Equipment 
During Installations

Safely Supports Staging and 
Heavy-duty Structures

FROM CONCERTS TO COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES, HOST 
VIRTUALLY ANY EVENT ON-FIELD WITHOUT DAMAGE TO YOUR TURF



US   +1 972-684-5736   |   UK   +44 1642 744990
signature-systems.com

Protecting the world from the ground up.




